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ON THE COPPER TOKENS ISSUED IN IRELAND FROM 1728 
TO 1761. 

BY AQUILLA SMITH, M. D. 

Private or Tradesmen's Tokens, as 
they are 

usually 

designated, were first put into circulation in Ireland in 

1653,1 from which year until 1679 there is a regular 
succession of dates, with the exceptions of 1662 and 1675. 

The numerous tokens issued by corporations and trades 
men were superseded when Charles the Second issued large 
copper halfpence in 1680, and each subsequent year to 1684. 

Halfpence of similar size and type were issued by James 

the Second in each year from 1685 to 1688. 
After the Revolution, the copper, brass, and pewter 

money of James the Second was coined to a 
large amount 

from 1689 to 1691. 

Copper halfpence were coined in each year from 1692 
to 1694, by William and Mary, and in 1696 by William 
the Third. 

No regal money, for circulation in Ireland, was coined 
at the English?niint during the reigns of Anne and George 
the First. 

In 1722, "the want of small money in Ireland was now 

grown to such a height, that considerable manufacturers 
were obliged to pay their men with tallies, or tokens in 

cards, signed upon the back, to be afterwards exchanged 
for money ; and counterfeit coins, called raps, were in com 

mon use, made of such bad metal, that what passed for a 

halfpenny was not worth half a farthing."?Statute 9 Geo. I., 

chap. 19, quoted by Ruding, vol. iii., p. 473, 2nd edit., 8vo. 
In order to supply this want of " small money," his 

Majesty granted 
a patent to William Wood, who commenced 

his coinage of halfpence in 1722, and in 1723 and 1724 

1 A penny token issued hy George Mar 

tin, of Bolfast, has the date 1637, very 
distinctly impressed, which probably was 
intended for 1657. The form of the figure 
3 is such as was common in the seven 
teenth century ; and if the horizontal 
line had been placed to the right, in 

stead of to the left of the body of the 
figure, the date would be 1657. See Boyne's " Tokens of the Seventeenth Century," PI. 
39, fig, 6. No token of any date between 
1637 and 1653 is known, and six tokens 

bearing the date 1657 were issued in 
Belfast. 
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halfpence and farthings were issued under the same 

authority. Wood was obliged to resign his patent in 

consequence of the publication of the celebrated 
" 

Drapier's 
Letters," by Dean Swift. 

Mr. Prior, the reputed author of 
" 

Observations on Coin 
in General," Dublin, 8vo, 1730, notices "the great and 

constant drains of money out of this kingdom, for the 

support of our gentlemen abroad, and the scarcity of money 
occasioned thereby," and at page 2 observes : 

" 
Since we are in great want of halfpence and farthings, are almost 

stripped of all sorts of silver coin, and have very little of the small gold 
species among us, it is become very difficult to change moydores, in order 

to buy or sell any commodity : this want of change greatly embarrasses 

the dealings of poor people, and is a great obstruction to all sorts of 

business ; so that at present we not only labour under great scarcity of 

money, but even the little we have is not of half that use to us as it would 
be if it was divided into small pieces which could easily be changed." 

The " want of change" alluded to by Mr. Prior had 
been to some extent provided for in Dublin by the issue of 

large copper halfpence and pence, which were uttered as 

promissory notes in 1728 and 1729 by James Maculla, at 
the nominal value of twenty pence per pound weight. 

There is also a copper piece with the date 1731, and 

bearing the name of J. Maculla, with a promise to pay " 20 shillings, pound sterling," from which it may be in 
ferred that they were intended to pass as shillings. He 

had promised to pay twenty pence per pound weight for 
the halfpence and pence, that is, exactly one-twelfth of 

the nominal value of the pieces with the date 1731, which 
are so scarce it is probable that they 

were not accepted to 

any extent by the public. 
In 1734 a penny token, and in 1735 and 1736 many 

for two pence, and two for three pence, were issued as 

promissory 
notes in the three northern counties?viz., 

Antrim, Armagh, and Down. 

Many of these tokens have on one side a crest, or an 

emblematic device ; as a 
kingfisher, in allusion to the name 

of Fisher, or bearing relation to the legend, 
as a hare, and 

<41 make good speed." 
As Ireland was " 

almost stripped of all sorts of silver 

coin" in 1730, it would seem that those northern tokens 
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were required as subdivisions of the shilling, as were also 

the threepenny silver tokens issued at Armagh, Richhill, 
and Portadown, in the county of Armagh, in the year 1736, 
and also one in Dublin about the same time (see "Trans 

actions of Kilkenny Archaeological Society," vol. iii., p. 
364). The circulation of these silver tokens in Armagh 
accounts for the small number of copper tokens issued 

in that county?only in the town of Lurgan?while about 

twenty were issued in the counties of Antrim and Down. 

The coinage of fine copper halfpence by George the 
Second in 1736 and 1737, and of farthings in 1737, put an 
end to the issue of private tokens ; and it appears from the 

advertisements of Alexander Beith, of Ballymena, and of 

John Gall way, or Galloway, of Portaferry, in February and 

March, 1738?9, (see catalogue, Nos. 2 and 28), that about 
that time they 

were withdrawn from circulation, and full 

value given for them in gold 
or silver, which accounts for 

the extreme rarity of the greater number of the tickets, 
as 

they 
are 

designated in the advertisements. 

The weight or intrinsic value of many of the tickets, 
being nearly the same as that of the new 

halfpenny, gave 
rise to the once common saying, 

" 
not worth a two-penny 

ticket." 

With the exception of a few years, copper halfpence 
were annually coined for Ireland from 1736 to 1753 ; 
after which time it would appear that the want of small 
coins was again experienced, and that, after an interval of 

twenty-four years, a few private tokens for two-pence were 

issued in the north of Ireland ; and in 1760, halfpence 
and farthings were coined in Dublin without authority. 
The following reason for the scarcity of 

" 
good halfpence" 

in Ireland at this time is given in Faulkner's " Dublin 
Journal :"?" It is said, that our good halfpence are carried 
to the west of England and to Scotland, by the colliers and 
other dealers, which is a good trade for them, as 

they get 

thirteenpence for a shilling, which is eight and one-third 

profit, so that, unless Irish halfpence are prohibited in 

Great Britain, we shall be constantly drained of our copper 
coin, great quantities of which are likewise exported to 

America."?No. 3477, Aug. 30 to Sept. 2, 1760. 
3rd ser., yol. i. 3 M 
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The currency of private tokens again ceased soon after 

1760, when the coinage of halfpence and farthings was 
resumed by George the Second, in the last year of his 

reign ;* and during the reign of George the Third half 

pence were coined in several years from 1766 to 1783, 
when, after another interval, private tokens again appeared 
in Ireland in 1789, and many varieties were in circulation 

during the long war with France. 

The copper tokens issued between 1728 and 1761 differ 
much in size and type, and a large proportion of them in 

conventional value from the tradesmen's tokens of the 

seventeenth century. In the following catalogue they 
are 

arranged in two divisions : first, those with the name of 
the city or town in which they were issued ; second, those 

without the name of the place where they were issued. 

Descriptive Catalogue of Copper Tokens, issued in Ireland, 
from 1728 to 1761. 

DIVISION I. 

Tokens with the name of the city or town in which 

they were issued. 

BALLTMENA, COUNTY ANTRIM. 

1. Obv. : i . make . good . 
speed, 2. p (two pence) un 

der a hare, in her seat. 

Rev. : i. promise | to . pay . the | bearer . one 
DEMAND . TWO | PENCE . IA . | AD AIR | B MENA 
1736 ; in nine lines ; weight, 124*5 grains. 

Engraved in Snelling's second additional plate to 
Simon on Irish coins, fig. 20 ; the name of the place and 
the date are omitted. 

i " We are assured that several casks of 

halfpence, amounting to ?15,000, lately 
coined at the Tower for the use of this 

kingdom, are shipped on board a London 

trader, and are daily expected here." 
This item of the news of the day is taken 
from Faulkner's " Dublin Journal," No. 

3475, Aug. 23 to August 26, 1760. 
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BELFAST, COUNTY ANTRIM. 

2. Obv. : , ready . ay . ready.1 A double-headed 

spread eagle between 2 and p. 
Rev. : i 

| 
promise 

| 
to . pay . the 

| bearer . two 
| 

PENCE . ALEX | . BEITH . 
( B . MENA | 1735 ; in 

eight lines ; weight, 115 grains. Engraved in 
the " Ulster Journal of Archaeology," Vol. III. 
See fig. 22, in the plate of Ulster Local To 
kens. See also fig. 2 in accompanying plate. 

The following advertisement is copied from the " Bel 
fast News Letter :"? 

" 
Tuesday, February, 1738? 

" 
Whereas, there are some Persons betwixt Lisburn and Belfast who 

have counterfeited my Tickets with a Dye and Press, and sell them to the 

Country People at half what they pass for. Therefore these are to give 
notice to all Persons who have any of my Tickets, that they bring them 
unto me at any time before the first of March next (counterfeits excepted), 
and I will pay them in Gold or Silver ; and will give two Guineas reward 
to any Person or Persons, who will discover the Person or Persons who 

made these counterfeit Tickets with the Dye and Press, so that they may 
be convicted of said Cheat. 

" Dated this 4 January, 1738-9. 
" 

Alexandeb Beith." 

3. Obv. : Belfast | ticket . in two lines, under some 

buildings on the bank of a river, as appears 
from the arches of a bridge on the right. 

ReV. : IL . PAY | THE . BEARER 
| ONE . HALF | PENNY . 

w | IOHNSTON | 12. p. pD. * * | cot | in seven 
lines ; weight, 106 grains. A wood engraving 
of this coin was published by Mr. George Benn, 
in the second volume of the 

u 
Ulster Journal 

of Archaeology," page 30, but with some inac 
curacies in detail, on which account I give a 

more accurate representation of the same coin, 
from a drawing which I made in the year 1845. 
See Plate, fig. 1. 

Mr. Benn has shown that the buildings represented 

1 " 
Ready, aye, Ready," is the motto of 

Napier, of Merchistoun, and also of Scott, 

of Thistlestane. It seems used here to 
express- readiness to pay. 
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were probably the old castle, and the market house which 
stood at the corner of Cornmarket, in High-street, and ob 
serves that the value of the token may be " inferred from 
the information conveyed to the public on the coin itself, 
and which, though somewhat indistinct, is to be rendered 
Is. 2D. & lb. This Cost:1 

The current value is expressed by the words 
" one half 

penny" 
on the coin, and the 

" 
information conveyed to the 

public" refers to the intrinsic value of the copper, which 
cost twelve pence per pound, which was the price of copper 
in the year 1608. (Snelling, "View of the Copper Coinage 
of England," page 5.) 

Mr. Benn conjectures that this ticket was issued 
"about the year 1730." One pound of copper, avoirdu 

pois weight, would make sixty-six halfpence of one hun 

dred and six grains each, the current value of which would 
be two shillings and nine pence, leaving one shilling and 

nine pence to cover the expense of striking the coins. In 

1608, the charge for workmanship of one pound of copper 
in the English mint was, according to Snelling, one shil 

ling and ten pence. 
4. Obv. : never . wiTHOVT . my . prey . 2 . p . before a 

falcon, with wings erect, and standing on the 
back of another bird. 

Rev. : . i. | promise | to . pay . the 
| 
bearer . two | 

. PENCE . 
I IOHN . KNOX 

| BELFAST. | 1735 . in 

eight lines, weight 101 grains. Engraved in 

Snelling's second additional plate to Simon, Fig. 
19, in which the date is omitted. 

Another of the same type, but from a different die ; 

weighs only 59 grains, and probably is a forgery. 
5. Obv.: fierce . and . strong. A bear standing on 

his hind legs, round his neck a collar, to which 
a chain is attached. 2 before, and p behind the 
bear. 

Rev. : . i. 
| promise | 

to . pay . the 
| 
bearer . two | 

PENCE . HUGH | MAGARRAGH | BELFAST . | 1736 . 

in eight lines; weight 855 . grains. 
Engraved in Snellings second additional plate to Si 

mon, Figs. 21 and 22; the reverse of Fig. 21 belongs to 
the obverse of Fig. 22, and vice versa. 
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6. Obv.: fierce . and . strong. The legend inverted ; 
it reads from within. The figure of the bear is 
smaller than on the preceding coin, and the 

chain passes in front of the animal's body. 
Rev.: From the same die as the preceding coin, 

weight, 98 grains. 

Engraved in the "Ulster Journal of Archaeology," Vol. 

IL, page 230. 
7. Obv. : good | tidings, in two lines, under a dove 

flying to the left, with an olive branch in its 

bill, p in the field. 
Rev.: ..i.. | promise | to . pay . the | bearer . two | 

PENCE : WM. | RINGLAND | BELFAST | 1734 . in 

eight lines ; weight 145 grains. 
8. Obv. : From the same die as No. 7. 

Rev. : The same in every respect as No. 7, except 
that this coin bears the date 1735 ; weight, 
144#5 grains. 

9. Obv. : Similar to No. 7, the olive branch is smaller, 
and the value p is omitted. 

Rev.: From the same die as No. 7 ; weight 136 

grains. Engraved in the "Ulster Journal of 

Archaeology," Vol. IL, page 230. 

10. Obv.: good | tidings, in two lines, under a dove 

flying to the left, with an olive branch in its 

bill, I omitted. 
Rev.: . .i.. | promise | to . pay . the | bearer . one 

? 
PENNY : WM. | RINGLAND | BELFAST | 1734, in 

eight lines ; weight 96 grains. 
Engraved in Snelling's second additional plate to Si 

mon, fig. 15; the date is omitted. 

BELLYLONAGHAN, CO : ANTRIM. 

11. Obv. : youth and beauty, reading from within, 
round a Peacock . 2 . p behind the bird. 

Rev. : i 
| promise | to . pay . the 

| bearer . two | 
PENCE . ALLEX | MC.CLURE | BELLLYLONA | GHAN j 
1735, in nine lines : weight, 104 grains. 

Engraved in Snelling's second additional plate to Si 

mon, Fig. 18. 
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In the "Ulster Inquisitions" published by the Irish 
Record Commission, the name " 

Ballyloghnegany" occurs 

in the " Index Locorum," but it is not in the " 
Inquisition." 

I am unable to give any further indication of the locality. 

BREABY, CO: * * * * 

12. Obv.: WITH MY BLOOD I FEED MY YOUNG, round 
a pelican with wings erect, and drops of blood 

falling from its breast. 
Rev. : i | promise to | pay ye bearer | on 

DEMAND | TWO PENCE | PATRICK BROWN | 
breaby, in seven lines. 

Communicated by Dr. Freudenthal, of London. 

DROMORE, CO: DOWN. 

13. Obv. : for . ye . parish . of . dromore, reading 
from within, under a winged griffin. 

Rev. : . i . 
| promise | to . pay . the | bearer . 

TWO | . PENCE . | WILL. HALL | DROMORE | 1736, 
in eight lines ; weight, 105 grains. 

DUBLIN, CO: DUBLIN. 

14. Obv. : CASH I NOTES . VAL | RECEIVED 
| DUBLIN . 1728 

| james. | maculla, in six lines. 

Rev. : i 
| promise | to . pay . the 

| bearer . on | 

| 
DEMAND . 20 | PENCE . A . POU | ND . FOR . 

these . in eight lines ; weight 1535 grains ; 
not milled on the edge. 

15. Obv. : cash | notes . val | received | Dublin 

1729 | james | maculla . | ?, in seven lines. 
Rev. : Similar to No. 14 ; weight 170*5 grains. 

Without a dot after " For ;" and the edge milled 
with leaves like a wreath. Engraved in Snel 

ling's second additional plate to Simon, fig. 9. 
a. Another of the same type as No. 15 has on the 

obverse a dot (.) after ''Received," and has not the dot 
after Maculla. Reverse same as No. 14, but without a dot 
after " For" in the seventh line ; it weighs only 153 grains, 
and is milled like No. 15. 
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b. One with obverse from the same die as the preced 

ing coin, and the reverse like that of No. 14, but not from 

the same die ; weighs 165 grains, and is not milled on the 

edge. 
c. Another from the same dies as the preceding coin : 

weighs only 119 grains; it is not milled. 
16. Obv. : cash | notes val | received | Dublin 11729 

| james maculla | penny ; the figures ^ are 
visible under the last word, and seem to have 

been stamped upon the die by mistake. 

Rev. : i ? promise \ to pay . the | bearer . on | 
DEMAND 20 | 

PENCE . A . POU 
| 
ND . FOR . THESE ; 

in eight lines ; weight, 313*5 grains ; not milled 
on the edge. 

17. Obv. : CASH . NOTES . VALUE . RECD . I . MACULLA, 
round a large fleur de lis. 

Rev. : i promise . 20 . shillings . pound . str. In 

the centre a figure of Justice standing between 
two pillars, in her right hand a sword erect, a 
balance in her left hand : the date 17 [ 31 di 
vided by the head of the figure ; weight, 169*5 

grains ; milled on the edge like No. 15. 

Engraved in Snellings second additional plate to 

Simon, fig. 10. 

GILLFORD, CO: DOWN. 

18: Obv. : louse . run . for . ever. A man on horse 

back, galloping at full speed to the left ; a 
horse-shoe between 17 and 36, under the horse. 

Rev. : . I . 
| PROMISE | TO . PAY . THE I 

. BEARER. | 
THREE . PENCE | IN?. COCHRAN | GILLFORD | . 1736 . ; in eight lines ; weight, 143 grains. 

Another copper token for three pence was issued in 

Lurgan ; and in 1736 silver tokens for three pence were 

issued in the towns ofPortadown and Richhill, and in the 

city of Armagh. 
In the year 1685, James the Second incorporated by 

charter 
" The Governor and Freemen of the Corporation 

of Horse Breeders in the county of Down." 
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GLENARM, CO : ANTRIM, 

19. Obv. : I . live . in . hope. In the centre an 

anchor and cable, a fleur de lis at each side 
of the shank, and 2 . p . under the anchor. 

Rev. : . 1. 
I promise | 

to . pay . the | bearer . two | 
PENCE . HUGH | MOUNTGOMERY | GLENARM. | 
1736. in eight lines ; weight, 104 grains. See 

plate, fig. 4. 

KILLYLEAGH, CO: DOWN. 

20. Obv. : beware . of . counterfits. A man stand 

ing on the right leg, and looking to the left, in 
his right hand an instrument like a mace . 2. P 

under the left leg, which is bent upon the thigh. 
: Rev. . 1. 

I 
promise | to . pay . the 

| 
bearer . two 

I PENCE . JOHN I STEWART | KILL1LEAGH | 
. 1735 . , 

in eight lines ; weight, 116 grains. 
Engraved in the <c Ulster Journal of Archaeology," Vol. 

III., p. 174, plate, fig. 21. See also our Plate, fig. 3. 
I have one which is smaller, and weighs only 79*5 

grains. It is probably a forgery. 

LISBURN, CO : ANTRIM. 

21. Obv. : .* edwd. smyth #.; under the family crest, 
unicorn's head, looking to the left. 

Rev. : A small spread eagle with one head, between 

two small circles, with a dot in the centre of 

each. 

I - . OWE . THE | 
. BEARER . 

| 
TWO . PENCE | LISBURN 

[ 
. 1736 ., in five lines, ; weight 139*5 grains. 

LURGAN, CO : ARMAGH. 

22. Obv. 2 p in front of the head of a stag, standing 
at gaze and looking to the left. 

Rev. : .1. | 
promise | to .pay . the 

| bearer . two 

| PENCE . THO8 | : O : BRIEN * | LVRGAN | 1736, 
in eight lines ; weight, 146 grains. Mr. Benn 
has one of the same type ; the stag's head is 

smaller than on my coin, and the antlers have 
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each six branches, instead of four ; it weighs 
only 98 grains. See fig. 5. 

23. Obv. : A horse's head, with bridle to the left under 
it ; 2 . p . under the head. 

Rev. : i | promise | 
to . pay . the ] bearer | two . 

pence | ios . wilson | LVRGAN | 1735, in eight 
lines. 

In the British Museum ; weight, 121 grains. 
24. Obv. : 3 . p over a roll of linen, 

. the . draper. | 
.oo * oo. under the roll. 

Rev. : . i . | promise | to . pay . the I . bearer . 
| 

THREE . PENCE | IAMS . GREER ) LURGAN | 17 36, 
in eight lines ; weight, 175 grains. 

MALLONE, CO. ANTRIM. 

25. Obv. : with . COYNCILE . and . COYRAGE . 2 . p, un 

der a flying dolphin, with large back fin erect. 
Rev. : . I . 

| PROMISE | TO . PAY . THE | BEARER . TWO | 
PENCE ? AARON . KEAN | MALLONE | . 1735 . , itl 

eight lines ; weight, 150*5 grains. 
. 

Engraved in Snelling's second additional plate to 

Simon, fig. 17. 

Upper Malone is a townland in the parish of Drumbeg, 
barony of Upper Belfast, in the county of Antrim. 

" 
Ma 

lone House 
" 

is marked on the Ordnance Sheet, No. 64. 

NEWTOWN, CO . DOWN. 

26. Obv.: o hold o | 
o fasto, in two lines over a lion's 

full face, between two double-pointed flags, the 
heraldic colours?red and blue?being indicated 

by vertical and horizontal lines on each flag : on 

one flag the red is over the blue, on the other 

the blue is over the red. 2 # p under the lion's 

face. 

Rev. : . I. 
| PROMISE | TO . PAY . THE 

| 
bearer . two I 

PENCE . WILLM . 
I McQUOID . 

| NEWTOWN | 1 7 * *, 
in eight lines. Weight, 96*5 grains. 

Engraved in Snelling's second additional plate to Si 
mon, figs. 21 and 22, for reverse and obverse. 

3rd ser,, yol t. 3 N 
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27. Obv.: IOHN | mc.cully above, and brewer below, a 

cask which is between 2 and p. 
Rev. : . I. 

| PROMISE | TO . PAY . THE 
| 

* BEARER * 
| 

TWO . PENCE | ON . CIEMANCI | IOHN . MCCULLY | 
NEWTOWN | .\ 1761 .*. ., in nine lines; weight, 
127-5 grains. 

PORTAFERRY, CO. DOWN. 

28. Obv. : i. come . speed . 2 . p, under a three-masted 

ship sailing to the right. 
Rev.: .1. | promise | to . pay. the 

[ bearer . two I 
PENCE . IOHN | GALLOWAY ) PORTAFERRY | 

. 1735 . , 
in eight lines ; weight, 106*5 grains. 

Described in the " Ulster Journal of Archaeology," Vol. 

III., p. 174; and engraved in fig. 23 in plate of "Ulster 
Local Tokens/ 

The following advertisement is copied from the " Bel 
fast News-Letter," 13th March, 1738-9 :? 

" 
Whereas some Persons with a Dye and Press have counterfeited the 

Tickets put out. by John Gall way of Portaferry Merchant, and sell them to 
several at half what they pass for. Now I do give this public notice to all 
persons who have any of my Tickets, that they bring them unto me, at any 
time before the first of May next (counterfeits excepted), and I will pay 
them in Gold or Silver, and will give two Guineas reward to any Person 
or Persons who will discover the Person or Persons that made these coun 

terfeit Tickets with the Dye and Press, so as to be convicted of the said 
cheat.' 

' 

"March Wth, 1738-9. 
" 

John Gall way." 

29. Obv. : truth . over . comes . 2 . p under a stag 

standing on three legs, and looking to the left. 

Rev. : . i. | promise to . pay . the 
| 

bearer . two | 
PENCE . ROBT. MILLER | PORTFEERY | 1736, in 

eight lines. Weight, 127 grains. 
The word 

" 
Truth" on the obverse, and a few letters on 

the reverse of my coin, are obliterated. I have completed 
the legend from a duplicate in the possession of Mr. John 

Martin, of Downpatrick, in the year 1846. 

DIVISION II. 

Tokens without the name of the place where they were 

issued. 
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30. Obv. 2 . p over a greyhound running to the left. 

Rev. I 
| PRO-E | TO.I B. 

p, the other letters obliterated ; weight, 108*5 

grains. 
31. Obv. : A soldier standing, and looking to the left ; 

in his right hand a battle-axe, and a sword hang 

ing on his right side ; 2 . p . to the right of the 

figure ; legend obliterated. 
Rev. : . I. 

| PROMISE | TO . PAY . THE 
j BEAR - - . TWO 

| 
pence . ; the other letters obliterated ; weight, 
125 grains. 

32. Obv. : A kingfisher holding a fish with its bill. 
Rev. : i 

| promise | to . pay . the \ bearer | on de 

mand | TWO PENCE | THOMAS | FISHER, in eight 
lines ; weight, 79 grains. 

I have another of the same type, but with smaller 

letters, and of superior workmanship, it weighs 67 grains. 

Engraved in Snelling's second additional plate to 

Simon, fig. 16. 

33. Obv. : I | promise | to pay the | bearer on | 
DEMAND TWO | PENCE FRAN | MCMINN 11760, 
in eight lines ; weight, 134.5 grains. 

Rev. : Appears to be blank; but many of the letters 
of the inscription on the obverse are visible, as 

if cut in very delicate lines, and have been 

nearly obliterated by a blank die. 

HALFPENCE. 

34. Obv. : voce . populi, Laureated bust in profile to 

the right, without drapery ; p in front of the 
head. 

Rev. : Hibernian # Figure of Hibernia seated, look 

ing to the left; in her right hand an olive branch, 
in her left a spear, pointing backwards, a harp 
behind the figure. In the exergue 1760 ; weight, 
135 grains. 

Engraved in Lindsay's 
" View of the Irish Coinage," 

Supplement, PI. 5, fig. 16. 
I possess the following varieties of this type. 

Obv. : P under the bust, 
a. Rev. : Similar to No. 34, but from a diff?rent die ; 

weight, 139 grains. 
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b. Obv. : A small cross (+) between voce and populi. 
Rev. : Two small crosses (+ +) after Hibernia, two 

annulets on the body of the harp ; weight, 127 

grains. 
c. Obv. : Same as variety b. 

Rev : One annulet and a flower on the body of the 

harp, no other difference ; weight, 103 grains. 
d. Obv. : Same as variety b. 

Rev. : .hibernia. Head of Hibernia between the 

letters e and r, seven strings to the harp; weight, 
108-5 grains. 

e. Obv. : . voce populi. 

Rev. : Similar to variety d ; eight strings to the harp ; 
weight, 102*5 grains. 

f. Obv. : voce populi. The word 
" 

voce" blundered, 
an o having been first put in, and a c then 

punched over it. 

Rev. : Similar to variety e ; the harp is broader ; 

weight, 127 grains. 

farthings. 

35. Obv. : voce populi. Laureated bust in profile, to 

the right, without drapery. 
Rev. : hibernia. Figure of Hibernia seated on a 

globe, looking to the left, in her right hand an 
olive branch, in her left a spear, behind the 

figure a harp ; weight, 72 grains. Another has 
smaller letters on the obverse, and the lower 

part of the bust is of a different form ; date 
1760. The reverse is from the same die as No. 
35 ; weight, 62*5 grains. 

The following information respecting these halfpence 
and farthings occurs in a MS. Note on the back of page 77 
of a copy of a Simon on Irish Coins/' 4to, 1749, penes Sir 

William R.Wilde. 

"For some years prior to 1760 very little copper money was struck 

for Ireland, which caused such a scarcity of small change that all sorts of 

base stuff was cast into pieces that passed for halfpence and farthings : this 

gave an opportunity to a Mr. Roche, of South Kihg-street, Dublin (who 
struck metal buttons for the army) to issue copper halfpence and farthings, 

which was 
(sic) generally received in preference to the wretched sort then 

in circulation. The first sort he sent out was badly finished, and had on one 

side a head laureate, looking to the left, and for inscription vox . vottjli ; 
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reverse Hibernia, sitting on a globe, holding a laurel branch in the right 
hand, and a spear in the left, with hibeenia round, in the exergue, the 

date 1760. 
" 

The second sort that he issued was much neater, and better copper, 
with the inscription on the head side altered to voce populi. In the 

manuscript appendix is a farthing, No. 4 ; the halfpence were a larger size, 
and done in the same manner ; however, on information being given to the 

then Lord Mayor of Dublin, the whole apparatus for striking the aforesaid 
coin was seized, and lodged in the Tholsel. Eoche fled for the same." 

I have never seen a token bearing the words vox 

populi, and the date 1760. 

List of Surnames which occur on these Tokens. 

Adair, 
. 

Beith, 
. 

Brown, . 

Cochran, 

Fisher, . 

Galloway, 

Greer, 

Hall, . 

Johnston, 

Kean, 

Knox, 

McClure, 

No., McCully, 
McMinn, 

McQuoid, 

Maculla, . 

Magarragh, 

Miller, . 

Mountgomery, 
O'Brien, 

Bingland, 
Smyth, 

. 

Stewart, 

Wilson, . 

No. 27 

33 

26 

14, 15, 16, 17 
5, 6 

29 

19 

22 

7, 8, 9, 10 
21 
20 
23 

Current Value of these Tokens. 

1 Shilling, No. 17. 
2 Three pence, Nos 18, 24. 

25 Two pence, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 

8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 31, 32, 33. 

2 One penny, Nos. 10, 16. 

4 One halfpenny, Nos. 3, 14, 15, 
34. 

I One farthing, No. 35. 

35 

Dates on these Tokens. 

1728 Dublin, No. 14. 
1729 do. do. 15, 16. 
1731 do. do. 17. 
1734 Belfast, do. 7, 9, 10. 
1735 Ballymena, do. 2. 

? Belfast, do. 4,5, 6, 8. 

,, Bellylonaghan, do. 11. 

? Killileagh, do. 20. 
? Lurgan, do. 23. 

? Mallone, do. 25. 
? Portaferry, do. 28, 29. 

1736 Ballymena, do, 1. 

1736 Belfast, No. 5, 6. 
,, Dromore, do. 13. 

? Gillford, do. 18. 
? Glenarm, do. 19. 

,, Lisburn, do. 21. 

,, Lurgan, do. 22, 24. 

1760 Dublin, do. 33,34,35. 
1761 Newtown, do. 27. 

Without date, Nos. 3, 12, 26, 30, 
31, 32 ; the dates on some of 
these have been obliterated. 

Counties, and Towns in each County. Antrim County. 

Ballymena, 1735, 1736. 
Belfast, 1734, 1735, 1736. 

Bellylonaghan, 1735. 

Glenarm, 1736. 

Lisburn, 1736. 

Mallone, 1735. 
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Armagh County. 

Lurgan, 1735, 1736. 

Down County. 

Dromore, 1736; Gillford, 1736; Killileagh, 1735; Newtown, 173, 
1761; Portaferry, 1735. 

Dublin County. 

Dublin, 1728, 1729, 1731. 

The five tokens in the Plate have been engraved from 

drawings by Aquilla Smith, M. D. 

On the Letter P on the " 
Voce Populi" halfpence. 

The meaning of the letter P before the face on one 

variety of these tokens, and the same letter under the bust 
on another variety, has given rise to a 

conjecture respect 

ing its signification, which requires further examination. 

No regal copper money having been coined for Ireland 

between the years 1755 and 1760, Pinkerton remarks? 

"In 1760, however, there was a great scarcity of copper 
coin in Ireland ; upon which a society of Irish gentlemen 
applied for leave, upon proper conditions, to coin half 

pence ; which being granted, those appeared with a very 
bad portrait of George IL, and voce populi around it. 
The bust bears a much greater resemblance to the Preten 

der ; but whether this was a piece of waggery in the en 

graver, or only arose from his ignorance in drawing, must 

be left in doubt. Some say that these pieces were issued 

without any leave being asked or obtained." 
" 

Essay on 

Medals," New Edit., 8vo, 1789, Vol. IL, p. 127. The 

notion that the bust on these tokens was that of the Pre 

tender seems to have originated with Pinkerton ; and Mr. 

Lindsay, writing in 1839, observes that the piece with the 
P before the face " illustrates Pinkerton's remark, that the 

portrait on these coins seems intended for that of the Pre 
tender ; it is a very neat coin, perhaps 

a pattern." 
" 

View 

of the Coinage of Ireland," p. 139. 
Dr. Charles Clay, in Part III. of the " 

Proceedings of 
Manchester Numismatic Society," 4to, 1866, published " Remarks on the pieces called Vox Populi," in which he 
dissents from Pinkerton and Lindsay, and observes that it 
is " absurd to suppose that P would be placed on a coin by 
the friends of the Pretender; for they would, of course, re 

cognise him as King ; George II. being in their eyes the 
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pretender to the crown of Great Britain ; hence the fol 

lowing lines, which were at the period almost in every 

body's mouth :? 

" ' God bless our rightful King, the faith's defender ; 
God bless?no harm in blessing?the Pretender ; 
But who Pretender is, or who is King, 
God bless my soul ! that's quite another thing.' 

" 

" If the evidence is merely to rest on the letter P, it 

might just as easily be applied to Pope, Patrick, or Prince, 
or any other popular word begining with a P, as the Pre 

tender," page 56. 
Dr. Clay also says?" I would draw attention to a manu 

script note found in a copy of Simon on ' Irish Coins/ 4to, 
1749 ; the note is signed 

tC 
Wilde," and dated Septem 

ber, 1760, and reads as follows :?" Of late the public have 
been overrun by 

an inundation of base halfpence, which 
these coiners have been encouraged to make from the 

necessity the public have been under of giving them cir 

culation" (p. 56). 
As I furnished Dr. Clay with an accurate copy of the 

" 
manuscript note," I am bound to correct such errors as 

he has inadvertently fallen into. The name of the writer 
of the note is not known, and it is not signed 

" Wilde ;" 
but I added at foot of the copy that the original note was 
" 

penes Sir William R. Wilde ;" it is not dated u 
September, 

1760," nor does it contain the words, 
" 

of late, &c.," which 
must have been copied from some other document or ex 

tract. Notwithstanding Dr. Clay's strong expression of 

dissent from Pinkerton, he suggests that the effigy as a like 
ness is too youthful forthat of George II. (who died in 
1760, in the 77th year of his age) ; and on this ground 
alone could it be assigned either to the Pretender, or the 

prince (afterwards George III.) uThe latter view is more 

probable," because that 
" 

in all the many varieties of heads 
on these pieces there is but one that has the slightest 
resemblance to the Hanoverian line, and that is on the 

smallest type, 
or farthing size." Having said so much in 

favour of a Pretender, he adds :?" On the whole, I am in 

clined to believe the effigies were not intended for any 
particular person, but a mere fanciful idea, which could be 

applied as the public might think fit" (56-7). 
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Pinkerton's assertion that these pieces were coined by 
a society of Irish gentlemen was evidently founded on his 

knowledge of some of the numerous pamphlets which ap 

peared for some years before and after 1760, and in which 

the establishment of a mint in Ireland had been fre 

quently demanded ; and his opinion that the portrait bears 
a much closer resemblance to the Pretender than to George 
II. was published in the first edition of his Essay, in 1784. 

The particular account of the coiner given in the ma 

nuscript note disposes of Pinkerton's assertion ; but his 

opinion as to the Pretender should not be altogether dis 

credited, because it is the only and earliest opinion pub 
lished as far as I know. 

Mr. Lindsay's conjecture that the pieces with the letter 

P were patterns is not supported by 
an examination of 

the pieces, which are not as well executed or finished as 

patterns usually are. 

Two pieces with the letter P (see Nos. 34 and 35), 
weigh respectively 135 and 139 grains, while of the other 
varieties one weighs only 102*5 grains: all the pieces which 

I have described are in fine preservation, whence it may be 

inferred that those with P were the first issued, and that 
the weight was reduced in the subsequent coinages, just as 
had been done by Wood 1722 to 1724. 

Having now examined all the opinions and conjectures 
which have been advanced, it appears that Dr. Clay's argu 
ments are more in favour of than against 

a Pretender, and 

it should not be overlooked that the laurated head seems 

to indicate royalty. 
It is possible that Roche, or Roach, who coined these 

pieces, may have been a Jacobite, and introduced the letter 

P in accordance with his political leaning ; and if the letter 
was intended to be a symbol of political feeling in Ireland, 
like the omission of the royal crown over the harp, which 

is so common in our own times, it may have given offence 

in some quarters, and led to the withdrawal from circula 

tion of those pieces, which are comparatively 
rare ; but 

until more satisfactory evidence can be adduced, the ques 

tion, to use the words of Pinkerton, "must be left to doubt." 
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